
About This Report: 451 Research’s latest ChangeWave corporate survey shows a decline in overall 
U.S. business IT spending, similar to the pullback at this time last year.

A total of 1,518 respondents involved with IT spending in their organization participated in the Feb-
ruary 9-29 survey, which also took a look at business demand for smartphones, tablets and PCs. 
ChangeWave Research is a service of 451 Research.

90 Day Outlook. A total of 16% of respondents report their company’s IT spending will increase for 
2nd Quarter 2016 – down 4-pts from our November survey. One-in-five (20%) say their IT spending 
will decrease (or there will be no spending at all) – unchanged from previously.
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IT Spending Categories – Next 90 Days. Looking at overall spending growth, several categories 
stand out. Security (+12) is ahead of the rest, with 15% saying they’ll spend more and only 3% less. 
Storage (+5) ranks second, followed by Enterprise Applications (+3).

While Security leads the rest of the field by a wide margin in terms of overall spending growth, it 
registered one of the biggest declines since last quarter’s survey (Change in Net Difference Score = 
down 3-pts). Platforms/Operating Systems (down 3-pts), PCs (down 2-pts), and Servers (down 2-pts) 
are also registering downticks from last quarter.

Willingness to Spend. The survey asked respondents to rate the willingness of their company to 
spend money on IT products and services. In another sign of sluggishness, only 37% say their com-
pany is giving a “Green Light” to IT spending (i.e., spending is normal) – down 5-pts from previously. 
Another 53% say their company has a “Yellow/Red Light” to spend on IT – 3-pts worse.

Current Quarter. The survey also asked respondents if their IT spending is on track thus far in the 
1st Quarter and the results show further tightening. Just 9% say they’ve spent More than Planned so 
far this quarter, while 23% say Less than Planned – a net 5-pts worse than previously.

Putting These Findings in Context. As the following chart shows, business spending is pulling 
back after an improvement last quarter. And while this is the second year in a row that the 2Q survey 
shows a downtick, the 4-pt decline this quarter is slightly less than what was seen a year ago.



2nd Half 2016. Looking further ahead to second half 2016, there are more hopeful signs. A total of 
15% think their IT budget will be greater than the 1st half of 2016, while 17% believe it will be less – a 
net 3-pts better than previously.

Planned Corporate Smartphone Buying 

Business smartphone buying is also sluggish, with 35% of respondents saying their company plans to 
buy smartphones next quarter – unchanged at the lowest level since August 2010.

Apple vs. Samsung vs. BlackBerry. At the individual manufacturers’ level, Apple (78%) remains the 
undisputed leader in planned corporate smartphone purchasing, down 1-pt from its all-time high.

Samsung (39%) is unchanged – just 2-pts off its all-time high and 4-pts stronger than a year ago. 
Note that Samsung announced the new Galaxy S7 and S7 Edge while this survey was being 
conducted.

BlackBerry (11%) is flat at its lowest level in a corporate 451 Research ChangeWave survey.

Motorola vs. Microsoft/Nokia vs. HTC. Motorola (7%) is registering a 1-pt uptick in planned buying, 
while Microsoft/Nokia (7%) is unchanged from the previous quarter. HTC (5%) is down 1-pt after an 
uptick in November.

Mobile Operating Systems. Apple’s iOS (75%) remains the top choice for mobile operating systems 
among corporate buyers – up 1-pt from previously. Google’s Android OS (45%) is in second place – 
4-pts higher than in November.



OS Customer Satisfaction. The survey also looked at company satisfaction with smartphone op-
erating systems. Apple has a strong lead here as well, with 55% of iPhone business users reporting 
they’re Very Satisfied with iOS.

Windows Phone (41%) narrowly edges out Android (40%) for second.

Corporate PC Demand

Corporate desktop purchasing plans are up very slightly, with 61% saying their company will buy 
desktops in 2nd Quarter 2016 – 1-pt higher than previously. Laptop purchasing plans (67%) are down 
1-pt from last quarter but better than a year ago.

Planned Buying By Manufacturer. Demand for Dell Desktops (22%) is flat, near its record low in 
planned purchasing. Lenovo (7%) is also unchanged from previously, while HP (10%) and Apple (7%) 
are both registering 1-pt downticks.

Dell (20%) is down 1-pt in corporate laptop buying for the second quarter in a row. Apple (13%), 
Lenovo (12%) and HP (12%) remain unchanged.



Computer Operating Systems. Corporate respondents were asked which operating systems they’ll 
be installing on new PCs next quarter.

One-in-four (24%) say they’ll be installing Windows 10 – unchanged after a surge in the previous 
survey. Another 22% say Windows 7, also unchanged.  A total of 12% picked Mac OS X El Capitan.

Impact of Microsoft Windows 10. In a further encouraging sign for the latest Microsoft OS, 28% of 
respondents now say their company already has a Windows 10 upgrade plan in place (11% Formal; 
17% Informal/Tentative) – up 7-pts from last quarter. Another 19% say they’re Currently Working on a 
Windows 10 Upgrade Plan.

Which of the following statements best describes your company’s Windows 10 upgrade plan?

Among companies who are already using Windows 10, a quarter (25%) say they’re Very Satisfied 
and another 57% are Somewhat Satisfied. This is 18-pts higher than when ChangeWave asked about 
Windows 8 satisfaction three years ago (16% Very Satisfied; 48% Somewhat Satisfied).

Bottom Line: 451 Research’s February ChangeWave survey shows a decline in U.S. business IT 
spending going forward, similar to the slowdown seen a year ago.

Corporate smartphone buying remains at the lowest level since August 2010. Apple continues to lead 
in this space, 1-pt off its all-time high. Samsung is holding steady near its highest level and is stronger 
than a year ago.

Focusing on PC buying plans, laptop purchasing is down while desktops are registering a slight up-
tick. Windows 10 continues to have an impact on planned buying, with more companies now having a 
formal Windows 10 upgrade plan in place.
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